DECEMBER 2017
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to our Christmas 2017 issue of the magazine.
It’s hard to believe that we are at the end of 2017 – it’s been a busy year and the 23 club meetings
we’ve held have flown by.
2017 marked another increase in interest from new members joining the club, and appearing at our
meetings, with a peak in November of 22 at an early meeting – quite incredible. New members mean
that we are attracting modellers that have been side-tracked by life’s other pleasures and
responsibilities - and are now looking for more than just a website or magazine for their information,
hints and tips. Talking with fellow modellers is always the best way forward - and our members are
happy to help.
This year of course marked our second model show, now a regular fixture on the circuit calendar we
hope with most clubs and those traders that attended. We are already planning the 2018 show, and
have plans for expansion in 2019 to a new venue. More news on that as we create it!
Talking of shows, our display calendar has been busy with another planned for 2018. I am pleased that
we exhibited at the IPMS Avon show – one of the largest one day shows of the year, and certain to be
one of our own regular fixtures too. There are some new shows about next year – Tangmere Sector
Modellers are hosting their first show at the Tangmere Museum – which should prove to be an
excellent venue. I’m looking forward to that one.
From a modelling point of view, I’m racing toward actually finishing two models this year, though with
all of the ‘work’ to do for Christmas, it might just slip into the New Year. I hope not, as I’ve a number
of projects I’d like to start (and finish) and with a fresh year ahead it’s always good to have something
new to start in January. I have really enjoyed building something not related to automotive subjects,
and with several more aircraft kits in the stash, I’d like to get at least one more done next year. Having
said that….it looks like I’ll be building a car next!
So, our annual competition and Christmas night rounds off what has been a stellar year for Romsey
Modellers. The competition evening is a display of the clubs work to its own members and someone
will get awarded the trophy for Best in Show. The John Cox Memorial trophy was named after one of
the clubs founder members. I often wonder what John would make of what has become of his and
Les’s little club!!
Thank you to everyone that has been a part of the club meetings, activities, displays and show this
year, and to those members that make up the committee, without whom the club simply wouldn’t
function.
A very Merry Christmas to you all.
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire,
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s
completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
ANNUAL COMPETITION
So, if you were at last month’s main meeting, you’ll have witnessed some pasty faced and nervous
modellers place their pride and joy (well mostly) on the red clothed tables to be scrutinised by the
club members in a bid to win the coveted John Cox Memorial Trophy.
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This past month has seen yours truly tot up the votes of the 49 models by 24 modellers, entered in
the 8 classes from the 33 (up from 29 last year) completed voting slips (yep, it takes an age) – the
outcome of which is we discover the class winners and runners-up from which we can determine
which models go through to the Best in Show decider toward the end of the Christmas meeting.

If you are new to the club and are not sure what happens at the second of our annual competition
nights – don’t worry, just bring along the model or models you entered last month, place it back on
the table by your entry slip and sit back, enjoy your evening and wait for the results to be announced
at around 8:40pm. Shortly after, the members will vote for best in show after which we announce the
winner about an hour later.
Full photos of the competition and the voting will appear in next month Romsey Modeller.
CHRISTMAS MEETING
The format of the December meeting is a little different from a normal night. Firstly there is no
subscription payment. I know, we go too far sometimes!! Secondly as it’s our family night too, you
can bring along your wife, girlfriend, husband or partner to enjoy the festivities too. It’ll give your other
half an opportunity to see exactly what you’re getting up to every other Wednesday night…maybe not
then!
You are welcome to contribute to the little festive snack table we’ll have (Christmas related
confectionary and savoury nibbles are more than welcome) and to the raffle table by providing more
snacks, drink or modelling related items you may have. Best bring a little cash with you too then as
you never know what you may win!
CHRISTMAS DRINKS NIGHT
The club’s traditional Christmas drinks evening will take place on Thursday 28th December from
8:00pm at the Potters Heron Hotel, Ampfield. All are welcome.
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VINTAGE KIT COMPETITION – SEPTEMBER 19 TH 2018
A 2018 competition idea. While on our way to Telford, Sean suggested we hold a vintage kit
competition next year. The contest would be for kits manufactured up to 1985, so all over 30 years
old.
The manufacturer themed contest (due to be held in May) will be held over until 2019 to make way
for it. The judging night will be held during the 2018 September main meeting.
There will be no restrictions as to what kit you choose to build, genre or material. The kit can be a
reissue of an old mould. Aftermarket upgrades can be used to enhance the model and replacements
decals can be used too.
If there is sufficient numbers keen to have a go, we will go ahead with it. I have already posted this on
the Facebook group page with plenty of interest. If you are willing to dig out an old kit, and actually
tackle it, let us know please.
BUGLE CALL SHOW REPORT
KARL SCAMMELL

After a busy year displaying at numerous shows, Bugle Call represented the final show of the year on
the Romsey Modellers calendar.
Therefore, myself, Luke Hayes, Mark Husband and Lee Gilbert left a cold and frosty Winchester at just
after 7am for the journey to Nailsea located just to the south of Bristol. The journey to Bristol enabled
us to chat about many subjects but one of the main talking points was the demise of the Little Chef
restaurants and their Olympic cooked breakfasts. Imagine our excitement when we got to Warminster
and found a Little Chef yet to be consumed by the Starbucks corporate monster. We couldn’t get out
of the car quick enough at the thought of an Olympic cooked breakfast. Sadly though, our excitement
soon faded as we were informed there would be 30-minute wait for food and time constraints meant
that we had to leave with 4 takeaway coffees instead, although a mental note was made to return on
the way home.
Normally, the journey to Bristol is fairly quick making use of the A34, M4, M5 however with part of
the M4 closed we were forced to travel across country to Nailsea. The Sat Nav also directed us through
Bristol city centre which is notorious for slow traffic which meant our arrival at the show was just 5
minutes before the opening time even with Luke’s superb display of Formula 1 driving through the
suburbs of Bristol. With an awesome display of military efficiency (herewith we should be known as
the Romsey Modellers Rapid Deployment Force or RMRDF) we had the 12-foot display set up in just
under 10 minutes which meant we were ready for the first show visitors.
The table as last year was located in the main atrium of the school which benefits from plenty of
natural light. Our display as
ever had plenty of variety
with myself and Luke
displaying some of our recent
diorama’s, Lee’s superb bikes
and truck and Mark’s
collection of WW2 fighter
aircraft.
I would estimate that there
were approximately 25 clubs
displaying which seemed
slightly higher than last year
along with 6 traders. Bugle
Call attracts numerous figure
Lee explaining some of the finer points of motorcycle modelling
modelling clubs and there
were many fine examples of this particular genre on display in addition to the more regular subjects
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that we regularly see at shows. With four of us in attendance, there was plenty of time to have a good
look around the tables and traders. This year there was no competition although an award was made
for the best club table which was won by Plymouth model club.
By 4pm the show was wrapping up, with the same efficiency as shown in the setting up we quickly
dismantled the table and were quickly back on the road heading towards Warminster to hopefully
sample some culinary delights at the Little Chef. This time we were not disappointed although only
Luke went for the Royale breakfast which is available all day. With our bellies full and a souvenir photo
of the Little Chef in the bag for Lee, we were on our way home after a thoroughly enjoyable final show
of the year for the RMRDF.
SOME PHOTOS FROM THE SHOW.

Figures from Plymouth Model Soldier Society.
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Superb Millenum Falcon, Caen Modellers; Devon

Lost Kit Bit Carpet Goblins by The Garage Kit Modeller, Plymouth.

MASH by Kingswood Military Modelling Association.
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Nice Transit

.
Typhoon IPMS Salisbury.

Not sure what this is but it looked good, Mendip Modellers.
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A SPITFIRE MADE FOR TWO
WILL BOOTH

A couple of years ago, SM250 (the Spitfire Richard
Stewart flew in) was restored and converted to a
two-seater, completing at Thruxton. The owner
wanted it to look authentic so chose the post-war
Dutch appearance. I was rather taken with its
different colour scheme, however the owner died
just near completion, hence the auction at which
Boultbee purchased the aircraft and then put it into
wartime colours to better suit their commercial
operation.
I bought the AZ kit from a helpful shop in the Czech Republic as it was out of production. Despite
postage being twice the cost of the kit it was still cheaper than the UK. Now the kit is back on sale,
though this time with choice of Dutch or Irish markings. AZ are fairly short run type kits. The parts
are sharp and accurate, though lack location pins and so forth.

Kit parts

Colour options

The kits is generally easy to assemble, though the lack of pins means the modeller has to use skills to
overcome the vague alignment in the cockpit parts. Similarly there are no tabs on the tailplanes, so I
drilled these for some stretched sprue - then got one tailplane out of kilter anyway so just broke it off
and reglued fine with no pin!

Painted parts

TR9 cannon fill

The kit is built for clipped wings (as most Czech AF ones were thus?) so the wing tips have to be
trimmed to make way for the "normal" tips. Dutch 2-seaters only had the outboard .303" fitted each
side so most of the armament holes were filled with stretched sprue. The other care required revolves
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around fitting the undercarriage, the inner parts of the well need correct location or you (me in this
case) have to trim the openings to allow the legs to sit correctly.
The canopies fit fine, the rear one seems a little wide but actually the real one is too! When sorting
the sprues for spares after I finished I found that the gunsight had been forgotten (okay maybe they
only fitted it for gunnery training sorties?).
The paintjob is all Tamiya, applied with my new H&S Ultra - The actual paint finish didn't seem that
different to with my Chinese cheapy, but cleaning the airbrush is much easier. After the first
camouflage was done, i needed to do the black walkway panels, and realised the green/grey layout
was a bit too much grey in places. Out with the trusty blutak and copydex again and a better layout
was done in a few minutes.

Blu Tak worms

TR9 walkways camo adjust

The decals were very thin yet strong. I
discovered the stencils were better without
microset, but once all in place they settled
down well with Microsol (or the other way
round?). Convinced that horror stories of
permanently gummed up airbrushes would
come true, I nevertheless sprayed Klear for
pre-and post- decalling gloss. And then used
lovely water soluble satin varnish to get a
decent looked-after post-war finish.
Overall, the AZ kit was well worth putting
together, I have a few others to build as well
as their new-KP stable mates which are
Camo done
slightly less short-run style. Neither are quite
as good or detailed as the Eduard 1/72 Spitfires, however they are priced lower than Airfix and much
better models than the British company's latest IX. AZ do some interesting boxings and this slightly
different looking Spitfire sits happily alongside my Eduard XVI.
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TAMIYA 1/48 TH MOSQUITO – PART 3
PAUL ADAMS

In the October issue I promised ‘more next month’. Well, it’s two month later and the Mossie isn’t
quite finshed just yet.
Last time out I had completed the interior glued the fueslage together whilst getting a few small items
ready for paint. Since then the fuselage has been completed and painting is nearly done. As you would
expect with a Tamiya kit, the wings went on okay (small gap), aligning perfectly, and the rear control
surfaces fitted flawlessly, it was just me not noticing the misalignment (spotted by Richard at a club
meeting!). It was soon fixed though and I set about ensuring all of the joins were sanded and filled
where needed. I used Mr Hobby putty, blended with thinners to smooth it into the joints, particularly
on the wing roots. The obligatory seam down the fuselage was also sorted, but without the need for
rescribing any panel lines, such is the construction of the Mosquito. Incidentaly, the nose and gun
panel were a perfect fit. In order to avoid any issues with fitting the machined brass guns, I fitted them
before the nose cone was secured. I’ll paint the guns in once the main fuselage painting is complete.

Construction of the main fuselage and wings. A virtually faultless Tamiya fit made this easy work. Filler was
needed in all the usual places including some smears along the wing roots.

The engine nacelles were fine too, with just a little fettling required to get them on exactly right.
Anyhow, those are the boring bits out of the way. Onto painting!! My initial idea of applying Mr Hobby
acrylic directly onto the plastic surface was quickly overtaken by the plan to black base the model and
apply a mottled/marble coat of basecolour followed by a thinned blend coat of the same colour. This
is a weathering technique favoured by Matt McDougall of Doogs Models fame. In a vain search for the
much needed Mr Hobby Mr finishing surfacer black, I was lent some by Tony, just enough to cover the
airfame and fittings. I must say this paint was a revelation, spraying beautifully easy and leaving a
perfect satin finish. In black the model looked great! It also helped to highlight some flaws in my
preparation work, which I attended to before reapplying some more black and gently sanding the
finish with 4000 grit Micromesh.
The first coat of ‘marbling’ was sprayed on the underside. I eventually decided to use Mr Hobby
lacquer paint after my successful spoon tests earlier. To apply to marble or mottle coat, I mixed some
sea grey with Mr Hobby Levelling thinner, thnning to 60% thinner and spraying with my Iwata Custom
Micron without it’s nozzle, I was able to shoot from around 15-20mm away from the model surface.
The psi was at 15. The enables the fine sqiggles, blotches and lines to be achieved. It took around 90
minutes to cover the surface. I avoided covering some panel ines and tried to achieve some shadows
by not applying hardly any paint to areas such as the exhaust shrouds. A few nights later and I then
sprayed the blend coat of sea grey. This time the paint was thinned further, adding more until just
10% was paint. By spraying from a distance of around 5-6 inches at 20 psi, the paint can be built up
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slowly, ensuring that some of the marbling was showing through along with the pre-determined
shadow areas.

The airframe airbrushed with Mr Hobby Mr finisher 1500 black. An incredibly easy product to use once thinned
with Mr Leveller thinner.

Satisfied with the underside I began work on the main camouflage. I masked off the lower areas
including along the fuselage to the tail section (using Tamiya bendy tape) and re-applied the black to
make good any overspray from the sea grey application. Next I thinned ocean grey to 60% and
repeated the same marble coat effect the areas that were due to receive that colur according to the
Tamiya paint guide sheet (very useful). I noted that the effect wasn’t so prominent as the sea grey
over black. I’ll correct that next time. This took around 60 minutes to do. I then added the blendcoat
as before whilst attempting to line out the camouflage pattern.

The first round of marbling has been completed in these photos. Airbrushed at close range, with low pressure
and thin paint, it’s easier than it looks.
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Black baising technique

With the blendcoat added
the marbling effect is
brought together to form an
uneven, weathered look to
the paint surface. It’s a lot of
work to achieve, however, I
believe this method has far
more control then the
traditional pre shading
technique favoured for so
long. Whilst black basing
isn’t a new technique, it’s
back in fashion and proving
to be useful way of adding
detailed weathering to your
model. Subsequent layers of
washes
and
more
weathering will tone the
effect
further.

For more info on this painting method, visit www.doogsmodels.com
The next day I lined out the demarcation line for the dark green, again using Tamiya’s bending tape.
This stuff is great for creating sharp edged camo, though it doesn’t especially like sharp edges. I filled
out some of the grey painted sections with Tamiya tape, and then re-applied the black, taking care not
to overspray any grey parts. Dark green marble was then sprayed, exactly repeating the steps as
before. The result? Well, the marbling is not so evident, only in some places, but an uneven, weathered
look to the green was produced. Unmasking the model brought everything together. I was pleased
with my first attempt at this technique, one I will use again.

I masked the underside of the model with Tamiya tape, and used Tamiya’s bendy tape for the wavy demarcation
line along the rear of the fuselage.

I realised a day or two later that I had airbrush the port side of the tail the wrong colour, completely
misreading the painting guide…should have been ocean grey! I masked this off and repainted the
section completely – using all of the steps previously. I also tidied up some bit’s I’d missed and some
other errors.
After visiting the club, Tony suggested the camo needed some highlights – so I subtley added some to
both the upper green and grey areas. Once again, experience would have help me to decide how
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much to do. I erred on the side of safety, and recovered some areas with very thin dark green as I
thought the highlight was too bold.

The Mosquito with Ocean Grey applied, and subsequent masking and re applicaton of the black base, ready
for the Dark Green camouflage…

At this stage I had also worked on the under carriage legs – they received a coat of Mr Hobby black
too – serving as an undercoat for Alclad aluminium. Over this I sprayed Alclad matt varnish, over which
I could add enamel washes from AK and Tamiya. The tyres were airbrushed with Tamiya enamel
rubber black – which does produce an extraordinary rubber colour. I sprayed the wheel centres with
Alclad aluminium and added further washes with AK grime. The tyres were simply weathered with
Mig European dust and wiped off.

The overall camouflage pattern seen just after unmasking. The paints used were Mr Hobby lacquers which do
spray wonderfully well. I would say though that both upper colours would have benefitted from a drop or two
of white as the do appear darker than most mid/late war aircraft models I ‘ve seen in this scheme.
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I decided to use Tamiya X-22 gloss varnish for the basecoat for decalling. This I thinned with IPA
(Isopropyl Alcohol) to 70% thinner. Shot at 20 psi with my newly needled Iwata HP-CH – I applied
around three coats, building the coverage up slowly. The result wasn’t bad but far from perfect. I
allowed a few days drying before polishing the clearcoat with 4000 grit Micromesh.

The decals went on largely without a hitch. The roundels were fine, stencils not so, and markings were good
after trimmiing off the unwanted carrier film. Next up will be a wash into what panel lines there are and then
matt varnish.

The kit decals are showing their age a little – rather thick, but with sharp register and good colours.
Fortunately there are few stencil markings on the Mosquito! I started with the upper roundels,
something easy to get a feel for how the decals would react to solvent. No problems there, so onto
the crosshatched areas that lay over the rediator housings. I cut the inner sections of carrier film whilst
they were dry on the backing sheet, allowing them to be removed once wet and on their way to the
model surface. Without the carrier, they were tricky to apply and I had to resist fiddling with them
once the Daco solvent was on. I eventually added all the decals over a few nights, with the unit
markings being the longest session, particulalry those that lay over the starboard side fuselage
strengthening rib.

The under carriage legs. Both were painted with a black undercoat and then Alclads aluminium lacquer paint.
AK and Tamiya washes were used to add some interest as well as brake lines made from fine wire. Some light
dusting on the tyres from Mig pigments completed the look I was after. The flats were added by pressing the
tyre onto a hob surface….

There you have it for this month. I’ve painted some other parts which I’ll touch on next month, when
hopefully this one will be complete.
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THUNDER BIRDS MODEL TRACTOR
KEITH HAWKINS

At the time of Aldingbourne model show I
made two decisions firstly a purchase of a
Thunder Models 1/35 scale case tractor from
MAN Models. As A family we also decided that I
should enter semi-retirement (more time for
model making - in your dreams), I then had the
crazy idea of building one of my purchases many
in the club will know of my low output. My kit
making method is put glue in the box of bits
shake for two minutes then add paint and shake
for one minute as this did not work I had to do it the long way.
The model is well moulded with little
flash a nice range of decals for
military and civil options and a little
etched brass. I decided that as I had
a stash of military American vehicles
of the same time era and scale that I
would do the military option.
Assembly started well engine
gearbox and rear axle etched brass
fan then some joker put the
instruction in make fan belt and fit as the local motor factors did not hold that size I resorted
to easy line and found it not too difficult to make
but fiddley to fit. The assembly of the driver’s seat
again went better than I expected, next the etched
brass foot plates and etched parts on the
dashboard (The steering and front axle again is
fiddley but goes together well) the seat went in
without trouble. The steering wheel was left until
after all other work was completed including painting.
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Main assembly complete

“New air compressor”

On completion of main assembly painting became the next task, as I had been given a new
toy at Christmas (one off air brush) time to play! With air compressor set up (note it is actually
younger than me by a couple of years), air lines connected
cardboard spray box to catch overspray made , mask on
and away I went first time spraying acrylic paints with the
new airbrush. The first coat is always a bit patchy and you
will normally find
bits need fettling
before continuing.
A couple of green
primer coats then a darker base coat and another
lighter highlighting dusting had me ready for decals
some light weathering of the heavy use areas and final
assembly presented a finished model
A trip to a well-known shop supplied a picture frame for
£1.00 glass removed and the frame filled with finishing
plaster which was painted to represent concrete gave
me somewhere to stand the model final weathering will be left until I have several models to
go onto a small diorama and all can be weathered to suite the scene.
Glues used were: on the main assembly ABS UPVC pipe cleaning fluid from a plumbers merchant (I
find this equivalent to the old Met pack)
 Etched Brass Super glue
 Anything that gave problems Loctite Hybrid Glue a thick gel type glue
 Paints were all Vallejo Model or Model air range.
I am not a high detail modeller and make for the enjoyment working towards a relaxed
approach I have tried to make a fair representation of a tractor in good repair and not left out
in a field for forty years I have acquired some figures to go with this and the other vehicles in
the stash but that is for later on.
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITAT IONS BY GRAY SHARPLING

A (hopefully) regular monthly column
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you all. As mentioned last month, much to my
disappointment, I didn’t make it – “real life” intruded, and I did not manage to finish the F-35 build in
time for either Telford or the club’s annual end-of-year competition. In fact the blasted thing is still
not finished, but it’s getting there. Slowly. Hopefully I might have something to show next month?
But after suffering the, how shall I put this politely, “questionable-quality” of Kitty Hawk’s offering, it
led me to pondering about the variability of model quality available in the 21st century; especially from
new-tool kits. The quality of old-tool kits are a separate subject all its own, and possibly one for
another article some time.

QUALITY QUANDARIES
For some model manufacturers, there has been a quantum leap in the quality of the kits being
produced since the turn of the 21st century. Tamiya and Airfix in particular have upped their game
considerably in recent years. They have both released new tooled kits that replace older mouldings
that in some cases dated back to the 1960’s. Also, new manufacturers have appeared, almost out of
nowhere, and released kits onto the market that bristle with a level of detail that would have been
almost unimaginable twenty years ago.
Whilst detail is one thing we all want, it is the quality of the kits themselves that I want to talk a little
about today. I’ll use my well-publicised fight with Kitty Hawk’s F-35B kit as an example. This was a
new-tool kit in 2012, so my expectations were very high on both the level of detail, and the engineering
& fit of the kit. For the former aspect, I was not disappointed. The detail, features, and accuracy
seemed to be pretty good to my eyes. But, the quality of the engineering and fit was so far below my
hopes that it beggars belief. There was hardly a single part that didn’t need to be “fettled” in some
way or other: Inserts were the wrong shape, parts were fractionally too big or too small for the place
they needed to fit into, parts were badly moulded and warped, ejector pins were placed in extremely
awkward and obviously visible places, flash was everywhere, I could go on and on. I think I used more
filler on this one kit than I had in my previous half-dozen or more projects added together. As I said
in my build articles, I came to suspect that Kitty Hawk had never performed even the simplest of
quality-checking on this kit - such as a basic test-build! How could a kit with this (lack of) rudimentary
quality even be technically possible in this day and age? I fully admit that I am far from being as good
a modeller as many, many others in our club, but my experiences with this kit can’t all be down to my
personal (lack of) model-building skill, surely?

Kits dating from the mid-1990’s, yet the fit and engineering are excellent, even by today’s standards.

Compare this to a couple of well-known kits from the last century from our two favourite
manufacturers: Tamiya and Airfix. The Tamiya 1/48th Supermarine Spitfire Mk.Vb is a little work of
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art. This was a new tool in 1994, and now, well over twenty years later, it is still considered to be
amongst the best available Spitfire kits on the market. “Shake-and-bake” it practically falls together,
all the parts fit perfectly, with little or no filler required at all. Similarly, Airfix’s 1/48th English Electric
Lightning was a new tool from 1997. It was Airfix’s first serious foray into the world of CAD (ComputerAided Design) at a time when it looked like the venerable British kit manufacturer might go-under for
good. To this day, it is still considered the best model Lightning available in any scale; the fit and
engineering are very good, and the detail is excellent.
So one has got to ask Kitty Hawk et al: “What the heck is going on”!?

I don’t think Kitty Hawk even did a simple test-build of
their F-35B kit before it was released to market.

These are just some of the many, many fit issues I found
whilst building it. Or maybe I’m just a rubbish
modeller?

If their F-35 had been a kit that came from 1960’s or 70’s vintage moulds, when this sort of (lack of)
basic build-quality was commonplace, then I would have expected it. So it would be an
understatement to say I was disappointed. In these days of modern CAD/CAM techniques, mould
cutting can be accurate to 1/100th of a millimetre or less! I have built Hasegawa kits that came from
moulds dating back to the mid-1980’s that went together far better than what Kitty Hawk managed
to produce almost thirty-years later. So how are Kitty Hawk, and others, designing and making their
moulds, in this modern CAD-prevalent age, such that they can still get them so wrong? …and not
notice? …or seem to care?
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Obviously, all manufacturers build to a budget, as they must in order to make a profit and stay in
business. But cost cannot be the only consideration. Kitty Hawk kits, whilst not as expensive as
Tamiya, are hardly “budget-level” models, and even budget manufacturers like Revell seem to be able
to come out with better quality on their recent new-tools. The F-35B is currently retailing at around
the £45 mark. Roughly equivalent Airfix kits are probably slightly cheaper, and yet the quality and fit
of their new tool mouldings is far superior. So I can only assume that it is in the culture of the
company? Put very simply, it would seem that some companies are out to make money, and some
want to produce a quality product for their customers. The two things do not need to be mutually
exclusive, yet for some companies, they appear to be just that?
The irony is that Kitty Hawk, and several other of the newer, smaller, kit manufacturers, in order to
gain a toe-hold in a crowded marketplace, are producing kits of interesting and unusual subjects that
seem to be completely ignored by the big-boys. If subject-matter were the only consideration, then
Kitty Hawk currently produce several kits that I would personally be very interested in; kits of subjects
that nobody else has touched, outside of the (even harder-work to build, hard to find, and very
expensive) resin garage kit makers.

If only they weren’t made by Kitty Hawk…

I feel like I am picking on Kitty Hawk. And maybe I am, if only because theirs is an example I have had
personal experience of. But they are not the only ones. There are other manufacturers that, even
today, manage to release new tool kits that are of a quality that gives us all nostalgia for our long-lost
youth - but not in a good way - fighting a kit to get it to actually fit together. Personally, that is a
nostalgia I can do without.
I will finish by saying that I have removed all Kitty Hawk kits from my “wants list” of models, and will
be avoiding them like the plague. I would rather do-without a model of the subject in question than
have to go through the pain of the past year again. This one kit almost put me off the hobby
completely! I will be extremely glad to eventually get the darned thing off my bench and move on to
something else. Something simpler, and better engineered. A “palate cleanser” if you will? Also, after
these recent experiences, in the future I will wait for some published build reviews of brand new
tooled kits, and read them much more carefully.
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THE BIGGER PICTURE -GIANT SCREEN TRAILER PART TWO
NICK BURDEN

Friends and fellow model club members keep trying to
persuade me to include working lights in my truck models, but
as of yet working lights just don’t do it for me. So I got a thinking,
and have wanted to build a Giant TV Screen truck for some time,
and incorporate a real TV, else what would be the point. After
some time, and several ideas of how to deal with the problem
of the weight of the TV, and some way of mounting it to the
trailer I settled for the method explained here.
The donor kit for this build is the step frame box trailer from the
Italeri 50th anniversary model, the box was built largely straight
from the box, the only modification was to separate a section
of the roof to represent the area into which the screen folds on

the actual truck. To cope with the weight
of the screen, an aluminium chassis was
inserted the full length of the dropped
section. Also two aluminium round rods
were slotted through holes drilled into the
aluminium chassis, onto these rods four
hydraulic jacks were milled out of aluminium square rod.
Replacement axles were cut to lengh from square
aluminium bar, then the
ends were lathed to fit
the
wheel
hubs
supplied in the kit.
A square to round down pipe adapter was used for the TV
mounting on the trailer, this is attached through a hole cut into
the floor allowing it to sit directly onto the aluminium chassis,
therefore
all
the
weight is supported
by the aluminium
skeleton.
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The model was washed in warm soapy water, when dry
it was primed with Halfords Grey primer, and after a
few days to allow the primer to dry properly it was top
coated with Tamiya Royal Blue, various details were
picked out also using Tamiya paints.
Various transfers from the kit were used along with
custom ones produced using Microsoft Word, all was
sealed using Halfords Lacquer.
The

mounting for the TV was made using a modified square
downpipe joiner.
The whole thing is mounted onto a homemade base.
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COPYDEX AS A MASKING FLUID
WILL BOOTH

Forget those dedicated materials like Parafilm, Tamiya tape or Maskol. Especially for large areas.
Revisit your inner primary schoolkid!















Cheap - £4.50 for a bucket compared
to specialist masking fluids like Maskol
Available – at WH Smiths and virtually
any stationers or newsagents
Easy – you could use this stuff before
you even heard about Airfix!
Trailing edges – for defined edges just
paint at 90 degrees to the edge, wiping
whilst wet if necessary. Copydex will
draw itself into a sharp edge along the
outside of a tailplane or rudder.
Effective – ready to paint within a
couple of minutes of application
Benign – can be left on for ages
without affecting the paint below.
Benign 2 – doesn’t affect Klear or
similar coatings as its alcohol and
ammonia free, unlike some masking
fluids.
Gentle – skins over rather than sticks
to paint so doesn’t pull off earlier coats. It can sometimes even be pulled off the earlier canopy
masking leaving that in place!
Accuracy – see also disadvantages,
but it will flow up to panel lines or
canopy frames if sufficiently defined.
I use tape for straight edges and blutak for soft edges and infil with the
Copydex.
Clean – just pick up a corner and you
can pull a good area up in one and it
forms a small easily disposed-of ball.
Fun – get that Ethan Hunt Mission
Impossible moment when peeling it
off your model

To be fair I must point out some disadvantages –




Marks - I discovered as a child that Copydex doesn’t come out of clothes and you will get grief
if this happens.
Tackiness – handling the masked areas they feel a bit gummy and sticky though nothing comes
off on your hands once it’s cured.
Accuracy – applying it is hard to be accurate, though not sure this is any worse than “proper”
masking fluids. I do detail application with a cocktail stick, and the inbuilt lid-brush for large
areas.

But those disadvantages are more than out-weighed by the positives!
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AIRFIX 1/24 HAWKER TYPHOON MK.IB (PART 3)
TONY ADAMS

At the end of the last instalment of this cliff hanging build, I had completed the cockpit and was about
to button it all up in the last write up I alluded to the fact that this is where things stated to go wrong
and boy did they!
The first step was to glue the cockpit frame to the bottom
of the wing, I suspect that this didn’t fully go home in the
locators resulting it being around 0.5mm high on the right
hand side. This was not apparent until much later in the
build as I struggled to get the many parts to fit correctly.
LEDs were added to the navigation and landing lights and
the wiring fed back under the pilot to the rear fuselage.
LEDs were added to the fuselage sides and the panels fitted
to each fuselage half.
The top surfaces were glued to wings and left to dry before
I attempted to put the fuselage together.

The fit of the wheel well should have given
a clue as to the trials ahead! However I
didn’t worry as the wheels were up and
this couldn’t be seen

Test fitting show there was an issue but at the time I wasn’t
too concerned. I decided to glue each half of the fuselage to
each wings before gluing the centre line. This I achieved,
however I was unhappy with the strength of the bond (using
Mr Cement) as the contact area was quite small
When I went to glue the fuselage together the wing bonds
broke, time for superglue!

There followed a frustrating few days as I tried to get all the
joints together cleanly and with strong bonds, this was a
large aircraft , I didn’t want it pinging apart at its first show!

Lights added to the left and right cockpit panels
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Bloody thing doesn’t fit!

Eventually I got the thing together only to find that the engine cowlings didn’t fit.

Huge gaps

I decided on the brute force method

It took another few days of fettling to get them anywhere near together and they still had large gaps,
which needed a bucket load of filler. Naturally a lot of surface detail was lost as I sanded the seams in
the end I got something that was just about acceptable and the air intake looked vaguely round.
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I intended to put the controller and batteries in the rear fuselage. I cut the fuselage bottom at a
convenient panel line, the front piece would be glued in place (with the addition of a LED) while a lip
was glued into the front of the next section which when fitted under the first section located the part
firmly. I drilled a hole for a removable brass pin in the rear to anchor the part in place. The piece fitted
very well with just a hint of gap between the removable parts, which as it was on the camouflage line
turned out to be almost invisible.

The orginal bottom fuselarge part

Cut with the LED landing light

Glued in place with the ledge holding the other
section in place

The pin holding the whole thing together.

The elevators and tail were added and the various holes in
the fuselage blocked and masked ready for several coats of
black Mr Surface 1500 primer. This highlighted areas that
needed further work and also the surface detail that had be
lost. Panel lines were rescribed and rivets painfully restored
using a large needle. After several evenings of work it was
ready for the top coat, which will be covered in the next
instalment.

Paint it black - baby
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CLUB DIARY 2017/2018
2017
December 20th

Xmas Night
2018

January 6th
January 20th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night (Photo Night)

February 7th
February 21st

Early Club Night
Late Club Night - AGM

February 10th /
11th

Bovington-Tank Museum Model
Expo

March 7th
March 21st

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

March 3rd

Aldingbourne Modelex

April 4th
April 18th

Early Club Night
US Competition

April 14th
April 22nd

Poole Vikings Show
Milton Keynes Model Show

May 2nd
May 16th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

May 5th

Tangmere Museum

June 6th
June 20th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

June 2nd

IPMS Salisbury Show

July 4th
July 18th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night (US Competition)

July 14th

ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW

August 1st
August 15th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

August 12th
August 18th

Avon Model Show (TBC)
Boscombe Down Show (TBC)

September 5th
September 19th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night (Vintage Model
Competition)

September 15th

IPMS Farnborough Show

October 3rd
October 17th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night(Photo Night)

October 13th /14th

Bovington Autumn Show (TBC)

November
10th/11th
November 18th
November 25th

Scale ModelWorld 2016

7th

November
November 21st

Early Club Night
Annual Competition

December 5th
December 18th

Early Club Night
Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday December 20th

Middle Wallop Show (TBC)
Bugle Call

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Show Secretary
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Paul Adams
Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk
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Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Gray Sharpling
Will Booth

Karl Scammell
Nick Burden
Keith Hawkins

FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

BACK ISSUES
For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2017
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